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The Cape Water Crisis. A film by Andrea Gema Films, produced by Rosa Luxemburg
Stiftung Southern Africa.

Cape Town, South Africa, is dealing with a massive and serious water crisis. Cape Town residents
have been told not use more than 50 litres of water a day. Fresh water shouldn’t be used for flushing
the toilet or watering plants and is cut during the day. Some residents have to go to public springs
and fetch water back home. For a lot of Capetonians, this has been a wake-up call that Water is a
limited resource.

There has been a lot of planning for trying to increase the supply of water in the City of Cape Town.
But with a third year of below-normal rainfall in 2017 the crisis has worsened. Now it is no longer
only the poor that are affected, but also the rich.

What’s happening in Cape Town now might soon happen to many places in the world. To prevent
socio-ecological crises like this we need to manage our resources more rationally and collectively.
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Video

A film by Andrea Gema Films www.andreagema.com

Produced by Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung Southern Africa

Production Manager: Graham Robert Pote

Special thanks to David Fig, Gina Ziervogel, Zama Timbela, and all who provided their insight and
experiences.
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